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Abstract
The introduction of automated transportation system and implementation of connected vehicle system has
made interoperability even more critical than before in order to ensure effective connectivity , consistency ,
accuracy and reliable performance.Connected vehicles are employed with in vehicle sensor networks to collect ,
store , process and communicate with neighbouring vehicles to help drivers making life saving decisions.
Connected vehicle systems enable the exchange of communication between a vehicle and world. Some vehicles
may only receive communication, other vehicles may only send data and some may receive and send data.
Hence it is essential that all systems , devices need to work together in a safe, trusted , efficient manner.
Devices/Sensors embedded in vehicles follow different communication protocols as the sensors or devices are
manufactured by different vendors. Hence management of coordination between devices is of much importance
in Dynamic, Mobile, Heterogeneous environments such as connected vehicles. Hence, there is a need to create
seamless interoperability to enable connected vehicles. It is required to enable intelligent transportation system
(ITS) system/devices in Vehicles to effectively connect and communicate with other systems/devices. The
adaptability of Interoperability when the devices are adhere to dynamics and mobile in nature becomes tedious
and cumbersome. Solutions to interoperability is not much explored in literature. Existing interoperability
solutions does not guarantee to articulate for high mobile environments such as connected vehicles where
vehicles are highly mobile in nature and moving at varying speeds. The paper summarizes connected vehicles
issues and challenges, current interoperability solutions, the impact of interoperability in connected vehicle
scenario and demonstrates the effect of conversion time delay when exchanging data between source and
destination pairs.
Index Terms: Connected Vehicle, Interoperability, V2V Communication, DSRC/WAVE, High mobile
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1. Introduction
A connected vehicle is equipped with internet access usually local area networks(LAN). This allows the
vehicles to share internet inside and outside the vehicle. Vehicles communicate through a wireless
communication protocol called Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) operating in 5.9GHz band
with a latency of 0.02 seconds .It is predicted by 2022, there would be more than 125 million vehicles
connected. During the development stages of connected vehicles, the primary purpose was safety and
emergency for a vehicle whenever there is an accident. Advancements in transportation has brought different
ways to communicate and connect with vehicles and its surroundings [1,2]. Table 1 shows the types of vehicle
connectivity The main scope of this paper is limited to Vehicle to Vehicle communication(V2V). V2V
communication enables vehicles to wirelessly exchange their information about location and speed. V2V
communication follows broadcasting of messages and receives omni directional messages as fast as 10 times
per second creating 360o awareness of other vehicles in surroundings. Vehicles are equipped with appropriate
softwares to process the messages received from neighbouring vehicles and to determine any crashes , traffic
congestion and hence ensures safety environment. Some of the connected vehicle applications are intersection
movement assist, donot pass warning, emergency electronic brake light application, blind spot warning .The
hardware in connected vehicles can be divided into two types. One is built in and the other is brought in
connection systems. Built in connected systems have a internet connections via GSM where as brought in
connections are plugged into on-board diagnostics port for accessing vehicle data. Brought in devices are
divided in to two types of connection.
1.
2.

For the internet connection , hardware relies on users smart phone.However , smart phone is actually a
kind of hardware
Hardware establishes internet connection via GSM module.

Table 1. Vehicle technologies , connectivity and communication [3,4,5]
TYPES OF CONNECTIVITY

OPERATION

TYPE OF COMMUNICATION

Vehicle to Infrastructure

This technology Provides information
about the infrastructure to the
driver/user

Safety , mobility , environment related
conditions

Vehicle to Vehicle

This technology Speed , position of
neighbouring vehicles through wireless
technology

Avoid accidents
congestions

Vehicle to Cloud

This technology Vehicles exchange the
information with the cloud. Uses the
information from other vehicles

As cloud is connected with industries ,
transportation , energy and smart
homes. Vehicles make use of it

Vehicle to Pedestrian

This technology senses information
about environments

Communicates to surrounding vehicles ,
infrastructure and personnel mobile
devices.

,

ease

traffic

DSRC/WAVE is an emerging wireless standards for wireless mobile communication system that supports
vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) communications for Intelligent Transportation
systems(ITS). Some of the features of DSRC/WAVE are high data rates , low latency and high mobility
communications. Table.2 shows the comparision of DSRC/WAVE to various wireless systems.Besides
benefits , Some of the drawbacks and challeneges faced by connected vehicles are Hackability as and when
vehicles connected to the internet are more exposed to the outside world , Reliability as cars , sensors and
networks will malfunction , Privacy as the data gathered should not be used for unauthorised purposes.One of
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the major goals of connected vehicles is to enable seamless interoperability among consumers, devices,
vehicles and various computational platform [6]. Lack of standardization, data silos, heterogeneity among
devices are the major issues needs to be addressed. Achieving Semantic interoperability in connected vehicles
is cumbersome and plays a vital role when it comes to information exchange since the systems used in the
vehicles are developed by different organizations and follow different formats. Interoperability are classified
into three types 1) Syntactic interoperability 2) Semantic Interoperability and 3) Cross domain Interoperability.
Semantic Interoperability puts a lot of concerns about connected vehicles. For the vehicles to exchange the
information unambiguously, there is a need that the systems should agree on the meaning of the data that they
are exchanging. Hence the Connected vehicles must ensure semantic interoperability. However, failure in
facilitating semantic interoperability between heterogeneous information systems could lead to disastrous
results [7]. Several approaches have been proposed to solve interoperability problem. Solutions have been
developed for static environments [8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15]. However, there is a need to develop solutions and
techniques in dynamic and highly mobile environments where the device characteristics are not the same all the
time. The central idea of “connected vehicles” is the vehicles should interoperate semantically without any
human intervention and persists collaboration between vehicles. Hence to sustain in a long term, bridging
semantic interoperability is of utmost importance. Semantic technologies substantially provides a solution to
semantic interoperability by integrating vehicles to web. However, Mapping between the systems still remains
an indispensable problem to be considered. Existing solution to interoperability [16,17] proposed “model
driven approach”, where a concept of mapping method is used to measure the effect of data elements on
model transformations. Results have been demonstrated where information transfer is measured. The authors
have emphasized on measuring Interoperability capacity by characterizing information transfer through
representing Model transformations. However, Increase in data elements consequently leads to more execution
time. Information recoverability is one of the major challenge that needs to be considered while developing
semantic interoperability in a long term. Connected vehicles is a different terminology but it is still a part of
IOT where vehicles are treated as IOT devices [18]. Connected vehicles are housed with sensors that collects
the information from surroundings requires complex computations, scalability, sustainability and extensibility
[19]. Vehicles need to extract the information about its surroundings and able to communicate with other
vehicles with in a short delay. Information about various road, traffic and vehicle conditions should be locally
processed and exchanged between other vehicles. Information collected from the ‘n’ vehicles follows different
formats, different data types which requires efficient data processing techniques locally and globally to deal
with. All these concerns put together to urge in building an architecture for semantic interoperability and the
layers that could integrate vehicles for information exchange. A detailed comprehensive survey is made on
architectures, protocols and enabling technologies in IOV [20]. In one of the literature paper [21,22,23], the
authors have explored several existing and proposed approaches using Middle Ware for interoperability.
Middle ware solutions are well supported for network interoperability. However, lacks Syntactic and Semantic
Interoperability. Middle ware approaches plays a vital role when information from one network is exchange
between other networks. In addition, one of the major concern is with the Wi-Fi AP Connection time which
will be very few seconds that could deliberately limits the amount of data transferred in one connection. This
could lead to a major challenge and raises a big question “How well the data can be exchanged and interpreted
between the vehicles in such extremely less time where latency plays a major role in the context of connected
vehicles”. All these issues and concerns put together evolves research questions which needs to be addressed
and will be answered in the research proposal.
i.
ii.
iii.

What are the semantic interoperability requirements for connected vehicles?
To meet the semantic requirements of connected vehicles, can a framework be developed?
How does the performance of connected vehicles be evaluated in terms of Semantic Interoperability?

This paper focuses mainly on current issues and challenges of connected vehicles and highlights one of the
major issue and challenege of connected vehicle i.e Interoperability and discusses the existing solutions of
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interoperability. Finally the paper demonstartes the effect of conversion time during data exchange between
source and destination and how it impacts when considered in connected vehicle scenarios.
Below table shows comparision of DSRC/WAVE to various wireless systems
Table 2. Comparision of DSRC/WAVE to various wireless systems [32]

2. Literature Review
A comprehensive review on the existing works related to Interoperability is thoroughly studied and detailed
conclusions were drawn. In [24], plug ‘n’ interoperate approach is used .The steps needed to perform the
information exchange between devices are described by interoperability specification. More than one IS can
exist to describe the information exchange between each pair of devices. There is the need to measure the
information exchange described by each one. The limitation of this paper is “Execution time will start to
increase as more number of data elements are increased”. In [25] the research paper is mainly focused on
proposing solution to interoperability in smart homes because of heterogeneity of devices. Web services has
been proposed as solution to solve interoperability in Home environmnets. Simple Access Object protocol
(SOAP) technology is used to solve interoperability issues. The solution is implemented for static environments.
In [26], the authors have highlighted the issue of interoperability in connected vehicles. The authors have
suggested a solution using web services (a cloud platform) .A standard protocol will be developed using XML.
The vehicles communicate with other vehicles through web. The protocols will be translated to a standardized
protocol and communication takes place. The time needed to process the data could lead to Latency issues. In
[27], the authors present a hub-based approach for IoT Interoperability. This Hub includes various data
conversion features. However it is not about dynamic solution. In [28] the authors have proposed cloud based
platform as a solution to provide interoperability. However, the collected data need to be stored locally and
analyzed. The availability of local storage is important to avoid the unpredictable latencies from wireless
transmission of data to the cloud. In [29] , Evolution of IOV is discussed. Research and Engineering
challenges are identified. Some of the challenges include coexistence of cloud, edge computing, data caching
strategies at the edge Integration of data processing and management of IOV services Seamless Interoperability
among vehicular sensors IOT architecture is presented. The authors have considered vehicles as IOT resources
and provides mechanisms to integrate them in an IOV eco system. Also seamless interoperation among
components such as sensors, computational platform and consumers. The functional elements and operational
stages of the architecture also assist in maintaining interoperability among the components. The authors in this
paper is mainly focusing on Computational platforms such as cloud and Edge computing to access the data in a
very short period. In addition, the authors have mentioned for information to flow and correctly interpreted, a
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unified IOT and ITS architecture is required. In [30], Traditional methods of interoperability including protocol
gateways and adapters are often used at network layer. Middle ware and protocol proxy is used for application
interoperability. However it drags the problem of interoperability due to scalability issues, reconfiguration
effort, processing overheads. The paper has proposed a secure, on demand transparent protocol translator for
the IIOT. The paper is mainly focused on Interoperability in communication protocols. The proposed protocol
is not a middle ware and based on service oriented architecture based participant. The proposed idea is
basically on demand when needed. Operates transparently, supports low latency and secured using arrow head
authorization and authentication. Early work on Interoperability in communication protocol is concentrated on
network layer. Interoperability in application layer is not addressed much.
3. Research Design and Analysis
This section discusses results obtained from one of the existing papers titled “Measuring data transfer in
heterogeneous IOT environments “[31] and demonstrates the effect of conversion time as data elements
increases. In the paper [31], The authors have addressed the problems of heterogeneity in devices which leads
to information exchange problem. The approach adapted by the authors is “Plug n Interoperate” approach
where interoperability specifications (IS specifications) are described. The authors of the paper have clearly
mentioned that there could be a possibility of more than one IS to exist for information exchange. To select
suitable IS between pair of devices, there is a need to measure information exchange described by each one.
Several methods are existing in literature but they totally rely on data formats and deep understanding of IS, In
order to overcome this, advance measurement methods are proposed by authors. One such method is Plug and
Interoperate approach. In this method, measurement of information exchange is done without deep
understanding of IS. One of the major issues that is identified with this approach is time delay problem that is
the time needed to process the data before communicating with other devices. To showcase this problem,
HASH algorithm is used and the paper is simulated using MATLAB considering the same parameters such as
data transfer ratio and conversion time is calculated with respect to data transfer ratio. Two different codes
were written Data transfer ratio and conversion time. From Figure 6, It is clear that the conversion time
increases as the data transfer ratio increases.
Data transfer ratio: number of elements defined in source and target models and number of elements used
in element mapping to perform the information exchange represented in the source and target data. To compute
data transfer ratio, there are four parameters considered
Source Model Count (SMC) : Number of data elements defined in the source model
Source Data Count (SDC): Number of data elements in source data used by element mapping
Target Model Count (TMC) : Number of data elements defined in the target model
Target Data Count (TDC) : Number of data elements in the target data that are produced by execution of
element mapping. Figure 1 to Figure 6 illustrates the Simulation results.
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Fig.1 Variation of the source and target data counts [31]

Increase of either the Source Data Count or the Target Data Count results in the increase of the Data Transfer
ratio

Fig. 2 Variation of the target model count and target data count [31]

When the Target Data Count and the Target Model Count are equal, the Data Transfer ratio reaches its
maximum.
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Fig.3 Variation of the source model count and source data count [31]

When the Source Model Count is equal to the Source Data Count, Data Transfer ratio hits the scale
maximum.

Fig.4. Variation of the source model count and target model count with optimal source and target coverages [31]

This test represents the scenario where exist several interoperability specifications between disparate models,
describing each interoperability specification the optimal data exchange. As the ratios between the target counts
and the source counts is 1, then is expected that the Data Transfer Ratio will always have the maximum value.
Through the analysis of the obtained graph, it is verified that for any combination of source and target models,
respectively represented by Source Model Count and the Target Model Count, the Data Transfer ratio is
optimal.
From the below figure, Source model is produced by generating random data .Secure Hash Algorithm
(SHA-256) is used as a transformation script to produce target models.
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Fig.5. Conversion of source model to target model using SHA-256

Fig.6. Data Transfer Ratio vs Conversion Time

Finally the above figure shows that as the data transfer ratio increases there is an increase in conversion time
which is linear in nature. Hence this type of approaches are not suitable when dealing with mobile devices and
where the time delay plays a crucial role. If the conversion time delays are not maintained properly in a mobile
environments such as when exchanging data between vehicles, this could end up with disastrous results. Hence
optimized mechanisms should be developed to ensure high conversion accuracy and low latency
requirements~0.02 seconds.
4. Conclusions
In our proposed work, Conversion time is computed during information exchange between source and
destination. It is clear that as the data transfer ratio increases, the conversion time is drastically increasing
which could lead to ambiguity in connected vehicle scenarios where vehicles are highly mobile and dynamic in
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nature. The results signifies the importance of interoperability in connected vehicles. Based on the results
obtained, the conversion time, accuracy of conversion and latency are the crucial parameters that needs to be
focused when considering interoperability in connected vehicles.
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